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Marcos Zeeba - Photographs
Tom: G

   Verso 1:

        D
You can stay here for tonight
         D
It's too late to say goodbye
                     G
Just let me hold you tight
                   D
Cause it's so cold outside

       D
Let me wrap you in my arms

        D
Put you head right next to mine

             G
Forget about last night

                    G
Cause it's too cold outside

Pré-refrão:

   Bm             G
Oh take my hand tonight

Refrão:

              D
So let's just take new photographs

                D
Forget about it let me make you Laugh

                Bm
Cause we can be all we want to be

                G
Let's just make great new memories

Verso 2:
       D
Let me take you for a ride

         D
Feel the wind change all our lives

                   G
I'll make you feel alive

                  D
Just stay with me tonight

       D
Let me pour you with some wine

     D
Look inside for that new record

             G
Give me that sign

              D
I'll make you mine

Pré-refrão:

   Bm            G
Oh dance with me tonight

Refrão:

              D
So let's just take new photographs

                D

Forget about it let me make you Laugh

                Bm
Cause we can be all we want to be

           G
Let's just make great new memories

              D
So let's just take new photographs

                D
Forget about it let me make you Laugh

                Bm
Cause we can be all we want to be

           G
Let's just make great new memories

Ponte:

   Bm
Oh taking back something so lost

         G
You will fall in love with me somehow

              D
I'm taking it all to me

              D
I'm taking it all

          Bm
So let it hit me hard

       Bm
Hit me stronger

        G
Can you feel the air

                  D
now we all can be free

              D
we all can be free

           D
Let's just take new photographs

                D
Forget about it let me make you Laugh

                Bm
Cause we can be all we want to be

          G
We can be all

Refrão:

              D
So let's just take new photographs

                D
Forget about it let me make you Laugh

                Bm
Cause we can be all we want to be

           G
Let's just make great new memories

              D
So let's just take new photographs

                D
Forget about it let me make you Laugh
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                Bm
Cause we can be all we want to be

           G
Let's just make great new memories

Acordes


